
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 

Color the flat shapes:  

circles: red, triangles: 

yellow, squares: green, 

rectangles: blue, hexa-

gons: purple.   

m razkids or 

m sight words 

Write the short vowel 

you hear in the middle of 

each word. 

m razkids or 

m sight words 

Count the number of 
sides on each shape. 

 

m razkids or 

m sight words 

Draw 2 things that start 

with o. 

m razkids or 

m sight words 

Count the number of 

vertices (corners) on 

each shape. 

m razkids or 

m sight words 

Write the long vowel you 

hear in the middle of 

each word. 

m razkids or 

m sight words 

Solve each shape riddle.  

Write the name of the 

shape on the line. 

m razkids or 

m sight words 

Draw 2 things that start 

with e. 

m razkids or 

m sight words 

Color the solid shapes:  

spheres: red, cones: 

yellow, cubes: green, 

cylinders: blue,  

  m razkids or 

m sight words 

Write the vowel sound 

you hear in the middle of 

each word. Circle if it’s 

long or short. 

m razkids or 

m sight words 

Write the flat shape that 

makes up the faces of 

each solid shape. 

  m razkids or 

m sight words 

Draw 2 things that start 

with u. 

m razkids or 

m sight words 

Write how many faces 

each solid shape has. 

  m razkids or 

m sight words                                      

Draw two things that 

start with a. 

m razkids or 

m sight words 

Solve each shape riddle.  

Write the name of the 

shape on the line. 

m razkids or 

m sight words 

Draw two things that 

start with i. 

m razkids or 

m sight words 

December 
 Homework 

Name ________________________________ 



Monday:  Color the flat shapes according to the code:  circles: red, triangles: yellow, 

squares: green, rectangles: blue, hexagons: purple.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tuesday: Write the short vowel you hear in the middle of each word. 

____ ____ ____ 

____ ____ ____ 

____ ____ ____ 



Wednesday:  Count the number of sides on each shape. 
 

__ sides __ sides __ sides 

__ sides __ sides __ sides 

Thursday:  Draw two things that start with o.  Label what you drew. 



Monday:  Count the number of vertices (corners) on each shape. 

Tuesday: Write the long vowel you hear in the middle of each word. 

____ ____ ____ 

____ ____ ____ 

____ ____ ____ 

__ vertices __ vertices __ vertices 

__ vertices __ vertices __ vertices 



Wednesday:  Solve each shape riddle.  Write the name of the shape on the line. 

I have 4 sides.  Two of my 

sides are long and two are 

short.  What shape am I? 

_____________ 

I have 3 sides.  I also have 

3 corners.                   

What shape am I? 

 _____________ 

I have no sides.  I am 

round.  What shape am I?                            

_____________ 

I have 4 sides.  All of my 

sides are exactly the same 

length. What shape am I?  

_____________ 

Thursday:  Draw two things that start with e.  Label what you drew. 



Monday:  Color the solid shapes:  spheres: red, cones: yellow, cubes: green,          

cylinders: blue 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tuesday: Write the vowel sound you hear in the middle of each word. Circle if it’s long or short. 

___ 
long          

short 

___ 
long          

short 

___ 
long          

short 

___ 
long          

short 

___ 
long          

short 

___ 
long          

short 

___ 
long          

short 

___ 
long          

short 

___ 
long          

short 



Wednesday:  Write the flat shape that makes up the faces of each solid shape. 

_____________  _____________ 

_____________ 

Trick question… 

_____________ 

Thursday:  Draw two things that start with u.  Label what you drew. 



Monday:  Write how many faces each solid shape has. 

_____________  _____________ 

_____________ 

Trick question… 

_____________ 

Tuesday:  Draw two things that start with a.  Label what you drew. 



Wednesday:  Solve each shape riddle.  Write the name of the shape on the line. 

I have no faces.  I am 

round and often the shape 

of toys used for sports. 

What shape am I? 

_____________ 

I have a flat circle face 

and one point or vertex.  

What shape am I? 

 _____________ 

I have 6 faces and they  

are all squares.  What 

shape am I?                            

_____________ 

I have 2 circular faces.  I 

am shaped like a can. What 

shape am I?  

_____________ 

Thursday:  Draw two things that start with i.  Label what you drew. 


